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“THE KING” AND “THE HIGH PRIEST” UNITE AGAINST “THE INFIDEL”
Francisco Bergoglio’s Personal “Orgoglio” Clashes with Donald Trump’s GOD-Given Mission

Just one day ahead of the South Carolina Primary Republican Election, and one day after the
outgoing President of The United States stated his belief that Donald Trump will not be elected
president, the Head of The Roman Catholic Church from across the Mexican border casts the
“anathema” upon the same Donald Trump by essentially stating that he “is not a Christian”.
The facts surrounding both statements are evident and undisputed. The purpose of this ad-hoc
coalition is to nip in the bud Donald Trump’s spectacular ascension, and prevent him from winning
the South Carolina primary which would immensely consolidate his position as the Republican
nominee. But, beyond this, it is inevitably a test of the Pope’s AUTHORITY over Christian voters. If
Trump wins in S.C., it will be a serious blow to the Vatican’s already tottering credibility.
Basically, Pope Bergoglio is saying to all Roman Catholic Republican voters: “Don’t vote for Trump.
I’m the Priest of GOD and I’m telling you: he’s NOT a Christian.” Then one could ask “Could you
please tell us what Donald Trump is: an atheist, a pagan, an apostate?.. We would really like to
know so we can refer to him accordingly.”
Donald Trump could easily flout the outgoing President’s belief that he would not win the
Presidency, but was rightfully outraged by the attack mounted against him by the Roman Pontiff. His
immediate reply was “unbelievable!” Why on earth would the Pope do this at this place and time
(Mexico, 18th February 2016)?
Here are the conclusions supported by the Sacred Science of Time and Number revealed in our
recent book “Gates of Time Windows of Opportunity”.
1. Both the outgoing U.S. President and the Pope are more afraid of Donald Trump as
potential U.S. President than they are of the Islamic State as a potential aggressor.
The game they are playing is the theme of the “Great Solar Eclipse Cycle of Usurpation” as explained
in our recent book “Gates of Time Windows of Opportunity”. When the outlaws of the Islamic State
are using religion as a political weapon to start a “Holy War”, at the other end, the Roman Pontiff
uses religion to delay the inevitable decline not of the Faith but of the institutional and ritual
compound of the Universal Church of Rome. By lashing at Donald Trump from the “superior” plane
of AUTHORITY (as explained below), Pope Bergoglio is trying to literally “flatten” the Republican
favorite, to inhibit GOD’S Force of ASYMMETRY which is threatening to irreversibly CHANGE the
world by upsetting obsolete dogmas and patterns and allowing fresh air to come through. Yet
Donald Trump’s AUTHORITY – as his Essential Profile shows – comes directly from GOD and does not
need the “blessing” of the Pope, the Dalai Lama or any other leader who, while pretending to be
spiritual, is, de facto, political and deeply embroiled (or should we write “embroglied”) in world
affairs.

Clerics on the Christian, Jewish and Islamic sides are in full agreement that GOD IS ONE. Yet they
have continuously been fostering disagreement among their followers in regard to the way of
worshipping GOD THE ONE. This is due to the fact that they are approaching GOD from three
distinct angles which correspond to our Third Dimensional time-space, and these are WILL (Judaism),
LOVE (Christianity) and UNDERSTANDING (Islam). These differences shall always persist as long as
our existence will unfold in this Third Dimension of Time-Space, but they ARE UNESSENTIAL.
THE ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCE is between the Judaism, Christianity, Islam on one hand and all other
“religions” or “atheism” on the other. This is what the Priesthood of Judaism, Christianity and Islam
ought to teach their followers. Instead, they have obstinately been teaching them to destroy the
other two who are in fact their brothers not their enemies. Jews, Christians and Moslems are not
enemies of one another, but all others are enemies of GOD THE ONE and, as such, pose the real
spiritual challenge in today’s world.
If we look at the de facto-alliance of the outgoing President and the Pope, the only one “religion”
that comes to mind, and rightfully so, is the blend of Catholicism and African Yoruba known as the
Santeria, that has steadily proliferated in the Hispanic world. But this “religion” that practices animal
and human sacrifice among other things, and does not acknowledge GOD THE ONE is not in
conformity with GOD’S LAW, The Law of Number in time-space, and, as such, can only promote
destruction, usurpation, and turmoil.
Rather than Donald Trump who is so clearly a Man of GOD (sure the Vatican’s astrology experts
could not have missed his birth-signs), His Holiness ought to be concerned with the outbreak of
magico-religious “godless” practices, as an alternative to GOD worship, and the dissemination of
buddhism and atheism.
Since 918 AD, the Islamic “jihad” at one end followed by the (Judaeo)-Christian “crusade” at the
other, symmetrically disposed around the axis of Jerusalem was the first manifestation of the Great
Solar Eclipse Cycle of Usurpation whereby the Moon (High Priest and High Priestess) temporarily
usurped the Sun (The Emperor as a Sun Hero). Albeit having all the appearance of a war, this was in
fact a postponement of the real World War which broke out in 1937. Being a symmetric construct,
the clerics can control the outcome of the War that has erupted between the Islamic State and the
Judaeo-Christian West. But when Donald Trump wins the U.S. Presidency, as he will, they will not be
able to control him.
2. Both the outgoing President and the Pope are recycling the medieval scheme where the
political POWER of a ruler was invested with religious AUTHORITY by the Roman “Pontifex
Maximus”.
Both the outgoing President and the Pope are treating Donald Trump as an “aggressor” from inside
the “System” rather than as a rightful contender for the U.S. Presidency. They are desperately trying
to maintain the symmetrical pattern wherein the State of Vatican would oppose the Islamic State on
the political not the spiritual terrain so that the clerics of both faiths would continue enjoying the
stability of their stations of worldly not spiritual POWER and continue their betrayal of the
AUTHORITY of the High Priest of GOD, while their fervent followers would clash on the battlefields of
the Middle-East, and why not Europe and America.
This has always been a high price to pay for not reforming religion when due. And it was invariably
the believers NOT the clerics who paid this price. As Pope Bergoglio may have found out since his
own election as Head of both The Roman Catholic Church and The Vatican State, it is so much easier
to be a “King” than a “High Priest” of GOD. The former belongs to the Sphere of JUPITER and

POWER while the latter belongs to that of SATURN and AUTHORITY. As one of the manifestations
of the Law of Number this is fully explained in our book “Gates of Time Windows of Opportunity”.
3. By saying that a Christian ought to be a “bridge-builder” not a “wall builder”, the Pope
pushes his followers into the “Trap of Symmetry” fostering confusion of politics and faith.
It is the “pontifex” or Great Priest who builds the bridge between GOD and Man. This is what Moses
did by giving the Law, this is what Jesus did by proclaiming Love of GOD, and this is what the Prophet
Mohammad did by proclaiming submission (literally the “under-standing”) of GOD. The High Priests
of all three Great Monotheistic religions know the Highest Truth that GOD IS ONE. So there is no
disagreement between them.
Conversely, the “King” or political leader is the one who “builds walls” par excellence, to both
protect and foster the WELFARE of his people. This is what King David started doing, and what King
Solomon accomplished for the People of Israel in Jerusalem. This is what a true “King” or President
as they are called nowadays ought to be doing.
So by saying that a Christian ought to “build bridges” instead of “building walls”, the Pope is
essentially stating that no Christian should ever be a political leader, and wipes out the Essential
Differences between AUTHORITY and POWER, between KING and PRIEST and between politics and
religion. In fact the Pope’s concern ought to be about WHO someone is not WHAT someone is. The
Pope holds double standards of judgment which is inadmissible for the High Priest of GOD. When
asked about whether a homosexual man who defines himself by doing something else than “build
walls” can be a Christian, the Pope notably replied: “If someone is gay and he searches for the Lord
and has good will, who am I to judge?” In Donald Trump’s case, though, he was the one to judge
and judged so WRONGLY.
Bottom line, if Donald Trump could have been controlled by spiritual means (which is the highest
available power available on Earth being that of the Science of Time and Number which the Judaic,
Christian and Islamic Priesthood has inherited and has repeatedly abused) there would have been
no reason for the Pope to cast the “anathema” on him. The fact that he has done this shows that
Donald Trump CANNOT BE STOPPED, that HE CANNOT BE CONTROLLED by those clerics of global
monotheism who have betrayed the GOD-given AUTHORITY of their High Station and given a
lending hand to the ongoing usurpation of political power in The United States of America and the
world, a usurpation which will come near its end once Donald Trump, is elected the 45th President.
GOD’S WILL shall be made manifest in Donald Trump, the builder of walls who stands as living
proof of the Truth that: “Unless the Lord build the House, they labor in vain that build it.”

